Lesson 5
Date

Name

Greek Root arch and Latin Root form
• Greek and Latin roots appear in many English words.
• The Greek root arch means "earlier" or "primitive." It can also mean "chief."
• The Latin root form means "shape" or "to shape."

PBBI^

Circle the Latin roots. Underline the Greek roots.

1. reform
2. architect
3. archer
4. format
Circle the words with Latin or Greek roots.
5. The new houses transformed the block.
6. I wear a uniform to work.
7. We will need to go through the archives to find that file.
8. I plan to study architecture in school.
q. The archway leading into the theater was very beautiful.
10. He was not able to formulate an answer to her cyjestion.
When you finish, exchange papers with a partner, and check each
other's work.
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Date
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Selection Vocabulary
Focus

fertile adj. able to produce
crops and plants easily
and plentifully

channeled v. past tense of channel:
to form, cut, or wear a passage in
dikes n. plural of dike: a dam or high
wall of earth built to hold back the
waters of a sea or river
canals n. plural form of canal: a
waterway dug across land for boats
and ships to travel through, and for
carrying water to places that need it
reservoirs n. plural form of reservoir:
a place where water is stored

wedges n. plural form of wedge: a
mark that is wedge-shaped, thick at
one end and tapering to a thin edge
at the other
reed n. a tall grass having long,
narrow leaves and jointed stems;
reeds usually grow in marshes
imported v. past tense of import: to
bring in goods from another country
for sale or use
abroad adv. outside of one's country
vast adj. very great in extent, size,
or amount

Match the word on the left to the definition on the right.
1.

channeled

a. waterways dug across land

2.

fertile

b. a high walls of earth built to hold back waters of a river

3.

canals

c. able to produce crops and plants easily and plentifully

4.

wedges

d. very great in size

5.

reservoirs

e. formed, cut, or wore a passage in

6.

imported

f. brought in goods from another country for sale or use

7.

abroad

g. a shape that is thick at one end and tapers to a thin edge
at the other

8.

reed

h. a tall grass having long, narrow leaves and jointed stems

q.

vast

i. places where water is stored

dikes

j. outside of one's country

10.
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Greek Root arch and Latin Root form
The Greek root arch means "chief" or "earlier/primitive."
The Latin root form means "shape" or "to shape."

anarchy
patriarch

uninformative
transformation

architecture
performance

archenemy
matriarch

deformity
formation

Visualization Strategy
Combine the Latin root form with the other word parts to
complete the spelling words.
1. un + in + form + ative =
2. form + ation =
3 trans + form + ation =
4. de + form + ity =
5. per + form + ance =
Combine the Greek root arch with the other word parts to complete
the spelling words.
6. an + arch + y =
7. matri + arch =
8. patri + arch = _
cl.
X

E

arch + enemy = _

10. arch + itecture =
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Hyphens and Dashes
Rule
• A dash indicates a
sudden break or change in thought
or speech.

Example
"Have you seen the tulips—they're
so brightly colored—blooming in
the garden?"

Use a hyphen to divide a word at
the end of a line.

Early blooming spring flowers include tulips.

Use a hyphen to create compound
adjectives.

I like reddish-purple tulips.

Use a hyphen to write out numbers
in a fraction and compound
numbers.

three-fourths, seventy-six

Insert hyphens or dashes to the following sentences where
they are needed. Write C after a sentence if it is correct
as written.
1. Flowering plants grasses are flowering plants thrive in all habitats on Earth.
2. Some other flowering plants include fruit trees, vegetables, cereal grains, and wild flowers.
3. The daisy family includes sunflowers, which can grow up to three fourths of my father's
height.
4. The rose family I was surprised to learn this includes raspberries, apples, plums, peaches,
and pears.
5. Fruit-bearing plants produce flowers before fruit.
6. The mustard family it does include plants from which the condiment mustard is made is
very diverse.
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